You will need to fully charge the Pulsar® Syndr™ vape before first use. The charging port is located underneath the silicone cover by the power button. **The cover does not come all the way off.** Simply pull down from the top and pivot the cover off to the side so it’s out of the way. Use included USB-C cable and compatible charging brick to charge the device. The light will turn red while charging and green when fully charged. Once the device is charged, unplug from the cable and cover the USB-C port.

Upon first use, it is recommended to run this device through a heating cycle without any material in the chamber to burn off any manufacturing residue which may affect taste or smell during normal use.

Open the bottom heating chamber by pushing one side with your thumb. It should be removed with ease. Fill the chamber to the top of the stainless steel chamber. This is the maximum fill for the unit.

Once loaded, replace the bottom chamber. Hold the power button for 5 seconds to power on the device. Power button is located just below the charging cover. You will notice the power button insignia. You will feel the haptic feedback (vibration) and also see the light pulsate when turned on. The pulsating light signifies the device heating up to the preferred temperature (approximately 30 seconds). At this time, to find your preferred heat setting, press the power button one time for each heat setting. Cycle through the settings to find your desired setting. Once you find your desired temperature setting then the device will heat to that setting.

**Yellow Light** - 360°F
**Green Light** - 390°F
**Blue Light** - 410°F
**Red Light** - 440°F

The unit will vibrate twice once the device achieves your set temperature. The Pulsar insignia will also turn a solid color instead of the flashing during the pre-heat cycle. This is when you can begin your vape session. When you power the device back on after your last use, the last heat setting you set it to will be present. To change the setting follow the instructions above. To end your session before the sesh timer times out, simply hold the button down for 5 seconds to power off the device.

When the device is powered off, you can view the battery life by pressing the power button once.

**Green Light** - 75% or higher
**Blue Light** - 30%-75%
**Red Light** - 30% or below

**PRO TIPS**

Vape timer is set to 3 minutes for the Yellow, Green, and Blue settings. The Red setting is set to 2 minutes. If you do not complete your session at this time, take the bottom connector off and stir with the included stir/brush tool.

The device does not support pass-through charging.

To maximize efficiency, whenever possible, allow the unit to cool completely before the next session.

Empty the cashed material at the end of each session and use the cleaning brush to remove any excess particles from the heating chamber. This will keep the unit clean for your next session.

**CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS**

First remove the bottom chamber cover and the silicone mouthpiece insert.

Use the cleaning brush to clean the mouthpiece opening and the bottom chamber opening.

Insert the poker side of the cleaning tool all the way into the mouthpiece opening to push out the screen.

Use the isopropyl cotton swabs to push through the airpath chamber, while also wiping out the bottom chamber and mouthpiece opening. Allow to air dry after cleaning.

To reassemble, put the screen back into the bottom chamber and press with the poker tool side of the cleaning tool. It should lock into place.

Place the mouthpiece insert back into the mouthpiece opening.
ERROR CODES

• 3 Red LEDs: Short circuit and the device will power off. Replaceable under warranty.
• 10 Red LEDs: Battery needs to be charged.

IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNINGS

• Do not expose to extreme temperatures or direct sunlight.
• Do not drop the device or accessories.
• Do not drop or submerge in any liquid.
• Do not modify the electronics in any way.

• This device is intended for adults only. Do not sell or provide to minors. Keep all parts, concentrates, herbs, and liquids away from children and pets. This is not a medical device and is not intended to diagnose, treat, mitigate, cure, or prevent any ailment, disease, or other conditions. Consult a physician before use, especially if you suffer from heart disease or any other medical condition, or if you are pregnant or breastfeeding. Failure to follow any of these instructions could result in product damage, property damage, personal injury, and may void warranty.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Pulsar® products are guaranteed from manufacturer defects or malfunction from the original date of purchase for a period of one year. This limited warranty protects against manufacturer defects under normal use and does not apply to normal wear and tear, improper use, and accidental damage from dropping or submerging in liquid, improper cleaning, neglect, or any other damage that is not a result of defective materials or workmanship. If your device qualifies, we will replace, at our discretion and expense, any defective parts or materials. Purchaser must provide a copy of the original dated sales receipt and may be required to provide shipping to return defective parts or materials. We intend to complete all replacements within 7 business days, although this timeframe may vary depending on shipping, replacement part availability, or other related factors. The lawful and proper use of this device is a condition of sale. Any improper use of the device will void the warranty. Warranty is non-transferable. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.
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